In the architecture and construction industries, structural design for large buildings has always been laborious, time-consuming, and difficult to optimize. It is an iterative process that involves two steps: analyzing the current structural design by a slow and computationally expensive simulation, and then manually revising the design based on professional experience and rules. In this work, we propose an end-to-end learning pipeline to solve the size design optimization problem, which is to design the optimal cross-sections for columns and beams, given the design objectives and building code as constraints. We pre-train a graph neural network as a surrogate model to not only replace the structural simulation for speed but also use its differentiable nature to provide gradient signals to the other graph neural network for size optimization. Our results show that the pre-trained surrogate model can predict simulation results accurately, and the trained optimization model demonstrates the capability of designing convincing cross-section designs for buildings under various scenarios.
Introduction
Structural design is a process to design the skeleton of a building and ensure its strength, stability, and rigidity under various load conditions. The development of powerful computers and structural simulation programs have made designing complex buildings possible. However, structural design in practice has been a laborious, slow, and iterative process for decades. Given an architectural design, structural engineers first draw the geometry of the building by determining the locations of bars (vertical columns and horizontal beams) and how they are connected. Then, details are filled in, such as cross-sections of bars. The completed structural design is highly based on professional knowledge and experience. This design is processed by a structural simulation program to compute structural properties, such as stress and story drift, using finite element analysis. Then structural engineers review the simulation results and assess if the structural design satisfies building codes, all of which are written in a dictionary-like book with hundreds of pages. Lastly, engineers need to iteratively revise the structural design and rerun the simulation until all the building codes are satisfied. The entire process can easily take weeks.
To automate structural design, we propose an end-to-end learning pipeline. Specifically, we focus on the size design optimization, which solves optimal cross-sections of bars subject to design objective and constraints. The design objective is to minimize total material cost. As for constraints, we consider 1) variety constraint in design convention, which limits the number of different cross-section types used, 2) story drift ratio limit from building codes, which prohibits story drift ratio from exceeding the limit under seismic loads. Story drift is defined as the difference between the absolute values of displacements for two consecutive stories under lateral forces, and story drift ratio is story drift divided by the height of the lower story.
Our proposed end-to-end learning pipeline leverages the differentiable nature of a pretrained Surrogate Model for structural simulation, and trains an Optimization Model for size design with the optimization objective and constraints as loss. The gradient of the loss can hence be computed with respect to the learning variables in the Optimization Model. The entire pipeline is illustrated in Figure 1 . Due to the structured composition, we represent building geometries and structural designs as graphs. Accordingly, both models are graph neural networks (GNNs) to take in graph inputs. Moreover, our GNNs are designed with structural engineering insights to achieve better performance. Results show that the Surrogate Model is able to predict structural simulation results with high accuracy and the Optimization Model is able to create convincing size designs and shows the capability of reasoning design rules that are not explicitly given.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work and Section 3 describes the end-to-end learning pipeline and data generation process. Section 4 and Section 5 provide details of the Surrogate Model and the Optimization Model. All results are explained in Section 6 and Section 7 is conclusion.
Related Work
Most structural engineering research solveS building design problems with optimization algorithms, such as genetic algorithms [1] . These methods can be generally slow, especially when structural simulation is involved in each iteration. Papers that use machine learning approaches either use vectors to represent the specification of a structural component [2, 3, 4] or a single structure [5] , or use 2D images to coarsely describe the structural geometry [6] . These research suffer from scalability and complexity and thus are far from applicable in real world scenarios.
Training neural networks for design tasks in image domain is well explored. Most task models are trained end-to-end, followed by a second differentiable model. Taking drawing task as an example, StrokeNet [7] and Canvas Drawer [8] train a neural drawer with a pretrained renderer to output stroke sequences that make up the given target image. When training the neural drawer, the approximate but differentiable renderer is frozen and passes the gradient of the unsupervised loss to the neural drawer. Similarly, [9] trains a neural program executer with a pretrained scene generator given a target 3D shape scene. Other than rendering images, the second model can be used to generate other outputs used for loss computation. [10] trains a model to output hand pose parameters which are passed to a forward kinematic layer to compute joint locations. Besides measuring supervised loss for the joint location output, they also consider a back-propagable physical constraint loss and combine them with a fixed weight. In our work, the Surrogate Model is pretrained like differentiable renderers, but to output structural simulation results. Since there's no supervision in our task, we formulate our loss with optimization objective and constraints and train the Optimization Model via on-line learning.
[11] uses a differentiable renderer in a model-based reinforcement learning (RL) framework and trains a neural drawer using the RL loss. We do not use RL due to the following two reasons. First, unlike generating hundreds of strokes to reproduce a painting, structural design is not a sequential decision making process. Moreover, since our optimization objective and constraints can be formulated as differentiable functions, there is no need to use RL loss which can lead to training instability and data inefficiency.
Different from paintings or drawings in the aforementioned work, building structures cannot be fully represented as raster images without loss of completeness. In contrast, graph is a robust representation for complex building structures, which can store not only the building geometry with graph connectivity, but also bar and building information as node and graph features respectively. In this work, we use GNNs, which have recently shown great successes in many domains for structured data, including physics systems [12, 13, 14] , chemical molecules [15, 16, 17] , and traffic networks [18, 19] . Interestingly, there is an analogy between the message passing from a node to another node in GNN and the force applied to a bar (column or beam) from a neighboring bar in structural mechanics. Moreover, the numerical methods for structural simulation also have such algorithmic structure. All of the above makes GNN a promising model. Most relevant to our application, [20] trains a GNN policy to glue pairs of blocks to stabilize a tower under gravity using RL. Though the paper shows the relational inductive bias of GNN is critical in solving structured reasoning problems, their experiment setup is far from real-world engineering practice. For instance, only maximum of ten blocks is experimented. In contrast, our building structures contain up to 1500 structural components and consider lateral seismic loads besides gravitational loads.
Pipeline and Data Generation

End-to-End Learning Pipeline
Our goal is to train a model to solve size design optimization. The Optimization Model takes a building geometry as input and outputs cross-section types for each column and beam. The building geometry combining the proposed size design is evaluated with respect to an objective and constraints, which are computed based on structural simulation results.
Thinking about solving optimization with neural networks, one might think of model-free deep reinforcement learning (RL), which user can assign arbitrary reward and train a policy to maximize the reward via trial and error. However, one limitation is that such method requires frequent access to reward data. Unlike most RL tasks which environment is a robot simulator or a game engine, running structural simulation is slow and thus should be avoided during training.
To resolve this problem, we first pretrain a Surrogate Model that predicts structural simulation results. The results are evaluated with respect to the optimization objective and constraints. Instead of using the RL loss, which can be unstable to train, we formulate the objective and constraints as differentiable loss functions. Given the differentiable nature of the Surrogate Model, we can pass the gradient of the loss with respect to learning variables of the Optimization Model. During training, the Surrogate Model is frozen since we found the accuracy remains high throughout training and that fine-tuning the model degrades the performance even after convergence. The entire pipeline is illustrated in Figure 1 .
Data Generation
To train a Surrogate Model that predicts structural simulation results, data are first generated directly from a professional structural simulation program, Autodesk Robot Structural Analysis (RSA). The structural simulation workflow and settings used in data generation process follow the industry standards and are advised by structural engineers with decades of industry experience. A fixed sampling algorithm is used to create buildings up to 10 stories on a 400 ft × 400 ft construction site. Cross-sections of bars are randomly assigned from a standardized cross-section library provided by a construction company. Multiple load cases are simulated in RSA and we save story drift ratio results to the database. Figure 2 illustrates one building example. For more details, please refer to the supplementary material.
Graph Representation
Once structural simulation is completed in RSA, the building geometry is represented and stored as a structural graph. Every bar (columns and beams) is presented as a graph node. An edge connects two nodes if the two corresponding bars are joined together. Information of bar i is stored in node feature v i = [p 1 , p 2 , B, T, L], where p 1 and p 2 locates the two endpoints of the bar, B indicates if the bar is a beam or a column, T is a one-hot vector representing the cross-section type, and L provides auxiliary loading condition information, including if the bar is on the roof story, if the bar is on the boundary, and the surrounding floor penal areas which are multiplied by the per-area loads when computing total load. A psuedo ground node is connected to all first-story columns and the values of its feature vector are all -1. The structural graph of a simple example structure is illustrated in Figure 3 . Story level indices for each bar are also saved and used in the pooling layer of GNN to compute story output. Edge features and graph features are not used, but they can represent, for instance, structural connector properties and site information, respectively, in more complex use cases.
The average time to generate one datum is 43.91 seconds, out of which, 13.02 seconds are used to run structural simulation in RSA. 4000 structural graphs are collected, where 3200, 400, and 400 graphs are used for training, validation and testing respectively. The average number of nodes is 252.79 while the average number of edges is 1132.27. Statistics histograms are attached in the supplementary materials. Structural graphs are relatively large compared to molecule graphs, but smaller than web-scale graphs such as citation graphs, social networks, and knowledge graphs. Different from web-scale graphs, which are usually passed to GNNs as partial graphs to speed up computation, structural graphs require completeness to fully represent a building structure.
Surrogate Model for Structural Simulation
Network Structure
Inspired by GraphNet [21] , our Surrogate Model contains three steps: encoder, propagation, and decoder. First, we map each node feature into the embedding space through a single-layer perceptron (SLP) encoder.
The propagation step is then repeated multiple times to update node embeddings. Besides classic message function derived from direct neighbors, we also integrate the concept of positional-aware message from Position-Aware Graph Neural Network (PGNN) [22] . Neighbor message models the interactive force exerted from a neighboring bar while positional-aware message encodes where the node is located relative to the entire graph. Therefore, global geometric information that is useful in reasoning load computation, such as if a bar is at the boundary, can be encoded in the position-aware message. Given S amount of anchor sets {A s |s = 1 . . . S}, the position-aware message for node i at propagation step t is computed as below:
,where d(i, j) is the geodesic distance between node i and node j. After the aggregated neighbor messages m t i are computed, each node feature is updated based on the two messages and its current feature.
where N e(i) is the set of neighbors of node i.
After T propagation steps, the decoder is structured depending on the target tasks. If we want to predict displacements on every bar, per-node output can be computed as in Equation 5 . Or, if we want to predict total mass for the entire structure, per-graph output can be computed as in Equation 6 .
, where M LP is a multi-layer perceptron and Agg is an aggregation function, such as mean, max, or sum. Since our task is to generate output for all K stories, an average pooling layer is applied to all nodes on the same story:
Here, we add a recursive structure from the top story to the bottom story as expressed in Equation 8 . This is due to the fact that the lower the story, the higher the drift ratio. As a result, one fixed decoder is not capable of modeling inconsistent data distributions for buildings of different stories. Note that input normalization does not help in this case.
In the end, the story feature is passed to two MLP decoders: one predicts the story drift ratio and the other classifies if the absolute value of the ground-truth story drift ratio exceeds the building code limit lim.
Loss Function
Given the two outputs in Equation 9 and 10, an L1 loss and a binary cross-entropy loss are used simultaneously.
, whereĥ k is the ground-truth story drift ratio ,ĉ k is 1 ifĥ k > lim, otherwise is 0, and w is the weight balancing the two losses.
Optimization Model for Size Design
Network Structure
The inputs of the Optimization Model are building geometries, which are the same as structural graphs except the node features now do not contain cross-section types. The output is the probability distribution of cross-section types for every node in the graph. Similar to the Surrogate Model, the Optimization Model also has encoder, propagation, and decoder steps. The encoder step is the same as in Equation 1. As for propagation step, the node feature is updated without the position-aware message using the below equation:
Since size design requires consideration of the whole building, we compute a max-pooling graph embedding g to replace position-aware message, which provides only information of a bar to partial buildings.
Lastly, node embeddings together with the graph embedding are fed into an MLP decoder to generate a hard Gumbel-Softmax output. The hard version returns deterministic samples as one-hot vectors to ensure consistency when training the Surrogate Model, but is differentiated as if they are the soft samples in back propagation.
Loss Function
In this section, we define the design objective and constraints.
1. Cost Objective l c : One of the most important objectives in structural design is to minimize cost. We build a simplified material cost model by assigning unit costs for all cross-section types (regardless of the lengths of bars) as shown in Figure 6 . The total cost is computed by summing the products of the unit cost and the amount of usage for each cross-section type: l c = nodei cost(type i ). 2. Drift Ratio Constraint l dr : In the building code, the absolute value of story drift ratio is required to be less than the drift ratio limit lim. Given the predicted drift ratio of story k as h k , the drift ratio constraint is defined as l dr = 0 where l dr = M ean({ReLU (|h k | − lim)|∀story k}). In practice, to provide dense gradient signals, we use leakyReLU with negative slope 0.01 instead of ReLU . 3. Variety Constraint l v : This constraint comes from design conventions and limits the number of different crosssections used. Normally, higher variety usually results in higher cost in transportation, storage, manufacturing, etc. Here we penalize usage more than 6 different cross-section types. The output of the Optimization Model can be represented as an N × d matrix, where N is the number of nodes and d is the number of cross-section types available. Summing the vectors along the N dimension, we get the bar usage histogram H ∈ R d . Instead of counting the non-zeros and taking the sum, which provides poor gradient, we sum the usage percentages of the top 6 cross-section types used. The usage percentage is computed by taking L1 norm of H:Ĥ = H/ H i then summing the top 6 numbers. Ideally, the sum of top 6 numbers should be equal to 1, meaning there is zero usage of bars other than the top 6 (or less) cross-sections. Mathematically, the loss is computed as: l v = 1 − Top6(Ĥ) and the constraint is l v = 0 4. Entropy Constraint l e : To avoid quick overfitting to some undesired local minimum, we need some randomness in the model. Besides adding dropouts after each propagation and at decoder, we also add entropy constraints as inspired by maximal entropy RL [23] . We compute the entropy of the size design output H and divide it by the maximal entropy H max . We denote the target entropy ratio as α and define the entropy constraint as l e = H /Hmax − α = 0. In our experiments, we found that without this constraint, the model quickly converges to an undesired local minimum, which always uses one cross-section type for all columns and beams.
Adaptive Weight Optimization
When there are multiple loss functions or hard constraints, finding the optimal weights is non-trivial. Instead of having to fine-tune the weights manually, we can automate the process by optimizing the dual objective and approximating dual gradient descent [24] . This technique has been used in soft actor-critic algorithms [23] and reward constrained policy optimization [25] .
A general constrained optimization problem with an objective function f (θ) and an equality constraint g(θ) can be writen as min
Changing the constrained optimization to the dual problem, we get the Lagrangian:
, where λ is the dual variable. Dual gradient descent alternates between optimizing the Lagrangian with respect to the primal variables to convergence, and then taking a gradient step on the dual variables. The necessity of optimizing the Lagrangian to convergence is optional under convexity.Both [23] and our work found updating one gradient step still works in practice. As a result, the primal and dual variables are iteratively updated by the following equations.
where β and γ are learning rates. Given an objective weight w and dual variables w 1∼3 , our loss function is
6 Results and Discussion
Surrogate Model for Structural Simulation
The performance of our Surrogate Model is compared to that of other models, including GCN [26] , GIN [27] , and GAT [28] . In addition, we conduct ablation studies to show improvements in performance when using our proposed structure. GraphNet+PGNN is our model which uses both neighbor and position-aware messages while GraphNet and PGNN use only neighbor and position-aware message respectively. GraphNet+PGNN(no rnn) uses both messages, but does not have the recursive structure at the decoder step. The learning curves are visualized in Figure 4 and Figure 5 . Note that the curve of GIN is outside the y range of both plots.
Compared to GCN, GIN, GAT, and PGNN, GraphNet shows the best performance which indicates that GraphNet's node feature update function better models the structural simulation algorithm. The concatenated position-aware message improves the performance as expected, because it provides non-local information, which is critical when reasoning load conditions. The recursive structure at the decoder step also boosts the performance. Overall, our Surrogate Model is specifically designed with structural engineering insight to better model structural simulation and achieves the best performance.
After training, the Surrogate Model is able to predict the story drift ratio with an average L1 loss of 3.92e-4 and an average relative accuracy of 98.74% over 400 test data. The classification decoder shows 97.75% accuracy in predicting if the ground-truth is greater than the drift ratio limit. We are also interested in if the regression output has the same drift ratio limit loss as the ground-truth; i.e. if both numbers are greater or less than the drift ratio limit. The result shows that 97.69% of regression output has the same drift ratio limit loss as ground-truth. In addition, we show that the multi-task learning set-up, which trains with two outputs and two losses together, allows GNN to learn better node embeddings and achieves better performance. Last but not least, while RSA spend an average of 13,020 ms to run structural simulation, it only takes 43.92 ms for the Surrogate Model to output simulation results on a single Quadro M6000 GPU, which is almost 300 times faster. Class. Acc. is the accuracy of the classification prediction if the ground-truth is greater than the drift ratio limit while Limit Acc. measures the accuracy if the predicted drift ratio has the same drift ratio limit loss as the ground-truth. "n/a" means not applicable since training with l1 loss does not update the classification decoder.
Optimization Model for Size Design
The Optimization Model is trained and evaluated with two different story drift ratio limits, 0.025 and 0.015. The numbers are decided from the distribution of story drift ratio limit from collected data. The former sets a moderate constraint that there is at least one feasible solution for most buildings, while the latter sets a harsh constraint that the strongest size design might still violates it. For each limit, three different cost objective weights (w in Equation  18 ) -zero, low, high-are experimented. All experiments include the variety constraint and the entropy constraint. The qualitative results are listed in Table 3 . The results show that both drift ratio limit and variety constraint are satisfied nicely for moderate constraint and by increasing the weight of the cost objective, structural engineers can obtain size designs of lower cost.
We visualize one size design example for all six experiments in Table 2 . The histograms under each building structure plot the amount of bar usages, color-coded as in Figure 6 . Based on the cross-section notations, W21×93 represents a wide-flange beam with a depth of 21 inches and has a nominal weight per foot of 93 lbf/ft. The higher the nominal weight per foot, the stronger the beam and the higher the material cost. HSSQ16×16×0.875 means square hollow structural sections with outside dimension 16 inches and wall thickness 0.875 inches. Similary, the higher the wall thickness, the stronger the column and the higher the material cost.
We show the size design figures in Table 2 to professional structural engineers and ask their feedback. Structural engineers say moderate constraint designs on the top row cannot be explained using structural design rules or knowledge and do not look like human designs. It is a surprise to them that these designs do follow the story drift ratio limit. The designs also show sophisticated decisions of cross-sections for every bar whereas structural engineers usually assign the same cross-section in groups. Interestingly, structural engineers feel more "natural" about the designs optimized under harsh constraint when seeing human design rules revealed from harsh constraint designs. These rules are reasoned by the Optimization Model and is not explicitly given during training. They are listed and explained below.
• Since the story drift ratios are measured in seismic load cases, where the lateral forces come horizontally, columns should be strengthened more than beams. This can be clearly observed from the bottom left figure that the model picks only the strongest HSSQ16×16×0.875 and HSSQ16×16×0.75 for columns but uses beams of a wide variety of strength.
• In reality, instead of considering all available cross-sections, structural engineers usually start designs with a fixed set of preferred cross-sections. This set is used for a wide variety of buildings and therefore, should cover a broad range of strength. The Optimization Model behaves similarly by mainly using W21×93, W21×73, W21×62, and W21×44 for beams in the bottom left figure.
• Given the cost model shown in Figure 6 , we see that the span of cost for columns is larger than that for beams. Therefore, when cost weight is not zero and thus cost is minimized, the model uses only the weakest beam W21×44. Moreover, by making the beams weaker instead of columns, the model is able to decrease the drift ratio violation due to the structural engineering reason mentioned above.
• Since gravitational forces accumulate more at lower stories, structural engineers usually choose stronger columns for lower stories and weaker columns for higher stories to reduce cost. This is consistent to the result in the bottom right figure.
• From structural engineer's perspective, given only the objective and constraints considered in our optimization, the cross-section designs for different buildings should look similar even with irregular shape. This is consistent to our observation that the Optimization Model creates size designs with similar cross-section usage distribution for all experiments.
In other words, the design rules learned from the Optimization Model under harsh constraint is what is used to create size design by structural engineers nowadays, which can be conservative and not optimized. As a result, we show that our end-to-end learning approach for size design explores a broader design space and finds optimal solutions, which human can never create using the existing design rules.
Zero Weight Low Weight High Weight
Moderate Constraint
Harsh Constraint
Beams: W21x93 W21x83 W21x73 W21x68 W21x62 W21x57 W21x50 W21x48 W21x44 Columns: HSSQ16x16x0.375 HSSQ16x16x0.5 HSSQ16x16x0.625 HSSQ16x16x0.75 HSSQ16x16x0.875 
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an end-to-end learning pipeline to solve the size design optimization problem. To train the Optimization Model, the pipeline leverages the differentiable nature of a pretrained Surrogate Model as well as differentiable formulations for optimization objectives and constraints. Our Surrogate Model predicts structural simulation results with high accuracy thanks to the network structure specifically designed for modeling structural simulation. Taking building geometry in real-world scale as input, our Optimization Model is able to create optimal size designs for various scenarios. Last but not least, it shows the design rules reasoned under a harsh drift ratio limit matches those used by structural engineers today, which indicates human structural design is often conservative and non-optimal.
There is still much to overcome before using deep learning to fully solve structural design tasks in reality. For instance, though the randomly sampled buildings have a realistic amount of bars, real-world buildings are more complex and have other components such as joists, moment connectors, walls, and more, all of which are not considered in this work. A more complex graph representation needs to be designed to fully represent real-world buildings. Moreover, we only consider one design objective and three constraints while in real-world, the full building codes are written in a book. Though having some limitations, this research has demonstrated potentials of deep learning application in structural engineering and construction domain. We hope to arouse more research interest and see more interesting work along this direction in the future.
A Data Collection
This section describes the data collection process in detail. All unit abbreviations are listed in Table 4 . We use the beam spans, materials, cross-sections, and load cases used by a modular construction company which developed a system of standardized components that makes designing 2-to-12-story buildings faster. 
A.1 Geometry Definition
Building geometries are created by a fixed sampling algorithm due to the deficiency of real-world data. The two sides of the rectangular building bases are sampled between 60 ft to 400 ft, on which a structural grid is created given the set of beam spans ranging from 28 ft to 40 ft. A connected layout is sampled on the grid using depth-first-search algorithm which expands to neighboring grid cells with 0.5 probability. The same layout is vertically stacked up multiple stories to form a voxel-like building geometry. Each voxel contains four columns on four vertical sides and four beams which form a rectangle frame on the top to support the floor panel. Buildings collected for training the Surrogate Model contain 1 ∼ 10 stories while buildings sampled for training the Optimization Model contain 5 ∼ 10 stories. The story height is fixed at 16 ft.
A.2 Creating Structural Simulation Model in RSA
Given the geometry of the building structure, we can create the structural simulation model in Autodesk Robot Structural Analysis (RSA) program, a professional software used by structural engineers in industries. All bars (columns and beams) are placed based on the building geometry and story indices are allocated accordingly. All the columns on the first floor are fixed to the ground. Materials for columns and beams are Steel A500-46 and Steel A992-50 respectively. For each bar, the cross-section is randomly assigned from the cross-section library in Table 5 . 150 pcf Concrete floor panels are modeled as slabs on trapezoid plates with other parameters given in Table 6 . The definition of the symbols can be found in this link. Instead of modelling the three joists (small parallel beams across beams to support floor panels) in graph representation, each surface load is evenly distributed to six locations on the longer edges as concentrated loads. 
A.3 Load Cases Setup
IBC 2000 is the building code used for structural simulation. Below lists all the load cases:
1. Self Weight: This is the self-weight load acting in the gravitational direction for all structure elements. The coefficient is set to 1.1.
2. Super-Imposed Dead Load: Super-imposed dead load accounts for the static weight of the non-structure elements. Here we add 24 psf surface load to all floor panels except the roof.
3. Live Load: Live load refers to the load that may change over time, such as people walking around. We consider 100 psf surface load on all floor panels except the roof.
Roof Live Load:
Roof live load is set as 20 psf surface load, different from the live load on other stories.
Roof Dead Load:
We assign 15 psf surface load for non-structure elements on roof panels.
6. Cladding Load: 20 psf × H(story height=16 ft) + 90 lb /ft = 410 lb /ft line load is added to all boundary beams on each story for weights of cladding walls.
7. Modal Analysis: Modal analysis determines eigenvalues (eigenpulsations, eigenfrequencies or eigenperiods), precision, eigenvectors, participation coefficients and participation masses for the problem of structure eigenvibrations. The number of modes is set to 30.
8. Seismic X: Seismic loads are automatically computed by RSA given the building code. We consider seismic loads in two directions: X and Y. Settings of seismic loads are listed in Table 7 . Seismic X refers to the seismic load in direction X.
9. Seismic Y: This is the seismic loads in direction Y.
10. Static Load Combination: Load combination linearly combines multiple load cases. Static load combination is defined as 1.2D + 1.6L + 0.5L r , where D is the sum of dead loads (1+2+5+6), L is the live load (3),and L r is the roof live loads (4).
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. Seismic Load Combination X: Complete quadratic combination (CQC) is used for seismic load combination. This is defined as 0.9D + 1.0E x , where E x is the Seismic X load (8).
Seismic Load Combination Y:
This is defined as 0.9D + 1.0E y , where E y is the Seismic Y load (9) .
A.4 Saved Results
After running the structural simulation, we save the story drift ratios in direction X and Y for Seismic Load Combination X and Y load cases respectively, since the values in the other directions are relatively small compared to the story drift ratio limit. Each story drift ratio is normalized to [−1, 1]. Site Class D S1 (Acceleration parameter for 1-second period) 0.6 Ss (Acceleration parameter for short periods.) 1.8 Ie (Importance factor) 0.0 Load to mass conversion for dead load 1.0 Load to mass conversion for live load 0.1 Load to mass conversion for roof live load 0.25 Figure 7 shows statistics of the collected 4000 building structural graphs. Figure 8 plots the histogram of times to generate one datum and calculation times spent on solving each structural simulation. The dimension of the input node features is 19, hidden dimension remains 512 before the output decoder, and the output dimension is 2. The number of anchor sets used in position-aware message computation is set to 512. Algorithm 1 shows the network structure of the Surrogate Model. The training converges after 5 epochs with batch size 1 and learning rate 1e-4. The L1 loss and the binary cross-entropy loss are weighted equally with w = 1.
A.5 Statistics
B.2 Optimization Model for Size Design
The dimension of the input node feature is 10, hidden dimension is 512, and the output dimension is 9. Algorithm 2 shows the network structure of the Optimization Model. The model is trained with 50,000 randomly-sampled data with batch size 5 and learning rate 1e-4. A fixed 500 data set is used for evaluation. The initial weights and their learning rates for adaptive weight optimization are listed in Table 8 . The drop out probability is 0.5 and linearly decays to zero at the end of training.
C User Study
Since it is interesting to compare human designs to designs created by our models, we invite a structural engineer to work on a design in our user study. The design is a 4-story building and we give human 5 chances to propose a size design, run the structural simulation, read the simulation results, and modify the size design accordingly. We also run our Optimization models to create size designs but only once for each model. All result designs are evaluated in terms of cost, story drift ratio limit constraint(< 0.025), and variety constraint(< 6). The evaluation results are organized in Table 9 . The yellow-colored row highlights the most low-cost designs that satisfy all constraints for both the structural engineer and the Optimization Model. The red cell indicates that the story drift ratio exceeds the limit. The designs are visualized in Table 10 . Table 9 shows that the performance of the first five human designs cannot surpass that of designs created by our models. Starting with a conservative design, the structural engineer gets a reference baseline and then tries to improve the performance iteratively. In the third iteration, the cost of the design decreases to 9710.8, but when the structural engineer tries to further decrease the cost in the fourth and fifth iteration, both designs violate the story drift ratio limit constraint. All Optimization Models satisfy the story drift ratio limit with zero or low variety constraint violation. Except for Zero Weight under Harsh Constraint, all other Optimization Models have lower costs than the most optimal human design.
As a result, structural engineer fails to create more optimal design than our Optimization Models within five iterations. Potentially, human might still be able to create more optimal designs given more iterations, but using our models can provide a better starting point and expedite the iterative process. Structural engineers can later fine-tune the size design created by the Optimization Model. Moreover, the 4-story building example is relatively simple. As the building design gets more complex(10 stories with more than 500 bars for example), the performance of structural engineers can drop. In contrast, since our Optimization Model trains on 5 ∼ 10 story buildings, it is scalable to more complex building designs. 
